
Gladiator
Dominant In Any Environment



Torpedoes & Missiles
Fire & Forget

Whether you’re targeting single-seat fighters or capital ships, the T8A 
Gladiator’s prime function is as a heavy ordnance platform. Though the 
specific loadout can be customized based on mission parameter, the 
Gladiator can transport four Size 5 ordnance via the interior bay, while 
the wings can be outfitted in a variety of configurations to overcome any 
combat scenario your Gladiator may come across. 

It is one of the easiest ships of its kind to add new weapons to. This 
makes it a favourite among weapons manufacturers as they can quickly 
and easily use the Gladiator for development. 

 Anvil’s Gladiator is a cost-effec-
tive platform, designed for 

optimum effectiveness 
against all targets



Laser Repeater & Cannon
A Dogfighter Too

Though the Gladiator quickly established itself as a hard-hitting and dev-
astating torpedo and missile ship, you will find the T8 more than capable 
of holding its own against medium and short-range adversaries, between 
the wing-mounted Behring Mk IV guns and the twin CF-117 Bulldogs from 
Klaus & Werner.

As many combat pilots will attest, success in a dogfight isn’t exclusively 
based on your weapons — a ship must be manoeuvrable. The Gladiator 
features eight M1-16 manoeuvering thrusters from Hydra Propulsion to 
keep your ship agile and on target.

 Anvil’s Gladiator has proven it-
self against a broad spectrum 
of threats in all warfare 
conditions



Ever since the Gladiator’s introduction, this versatile fighter/bomber has 
quickly become the favorite of combat pilots everywhere.

“Grawtooth Pack had taken hostages on a research station in Odin and intel sug-
gested they had a corvette nested in the asteroids nearby. I was the sole Gladiator 
in a flight of Hornets. They were the distraction, I was the hammer. The Hornets 
went first and sprang the trap. Mission popped off and I got a target. Problem was 
that, in the chaos, the pilot had tagged a wreck, not the ’vette. I tuned up for a run 
and last second realized it was a hulk. Meantime, that corvette had drawn a bead 
on me. Even taking fire, my gunner and I were able to loop back around and drop 
two cap-killers dead zero. You couldn’t pay me to fly anything else.”

— Lt. Comm Adiro Vota, UEEN

“We never really got too many calls for relief support. Usually we go in before 
buildings are knocked down. A record dust storm in Hyperion had stretched 
into its second week. The locals had run out of water and, with no end in 
sight, things were getting desperate. The storm was too thick to get a stan-
dard transport, so all we had left were the Gladiators. They swapped out our 
torpedo bays for cargo pods and loaded us up on supplies. Now over thirty 
combat missions, I’d put my ship through its paces, but I swear I’d never felt 
turbulence like that before. Five minutes in atmo and I was sure I was going 
to get battered into the ground. I had zero visibility. None, but the avionics 
and flight assist were so good I never felt out of control. We hit our drops and 
got back to base without missing a beat.”
 — Cpt. Anna Kinsleigh, UEEM

Operator Testimonials



Anvil Gladiators were developed to bridge the gap between fighters and 
bombers. Their versatile, modular construction options allow the Gladiator 
to perform a wide range of missions, from offensive and defensive counter-
strikes to policing and tactical air reconnaissance. It can change roles while 
in flight, and it can even act in several capacities simultaneously. 
    

Since their introduction into UEE service, Gladiators have participated with 
distinction in military and law enforcement operations in numerous theaters 
around the Empire and beyond. 
Gladiators have been used in:
•	 Strategic	Space-to-Ground	bombing	runs	(Operation	Fourstall)

•	 Support	for	long-range	squadron	missions
•	 Modified	C&C	and	target	assignment	for	multi-squadron	combat	scenarios
•	 Aggressive	environmental	recalibration
•	 Capital	ship	torpedo	strikes
•	 Stealth	operations
•	 Supply	drops	through	enemy-controlled	territory
•	 Blockade	running
•	 Law	enforcement	high	value	target	interception

This multi-role capability will continue to evolve as the Gladiator’s systems 
are further developed. 

An  
Illustrious  
Career



Multi-Role Capability



OFFENSE
 Gladiator has weapons for all types of mission, from guided glide 
bombs for precision engagement, to long-range and agile inter-
cept missiles and heavy anti-ship armaments.

 Equally robust gun systems keep the Gladiator in the fight long 
after the bombs run out.

DEFENSE
 Six-point shield protection protects your Gladiator against every-
thing from incoming fire to debris in space.

 For the projectiles that get through, a combination of Anvil’s 
proprietary titanium polymer and foam plating offers a baseline 
protection against ballistic impacts and keep your Gladiator 
flying.

DATA GAThERING
 A complete, highly integrated suite includes radar warning receiv-
er, missile approach warning, electronic support measures and full 
countermeasures.

 The T8 provides passive situation awareness at long range 
against targets both in space and in atmosphere.

CLARITY, NOT OVERLOAD
 Anvil graphic integration specialists conducted extensive field 
interviews trying to understand what information needed to be 
displayed when they redesigned the Gladiator’s interface.

 Engineers funded sight research and comprehension studies to 
understand how quickly the Human brain can isolate and process 
information, to create a cleaner, more intuitive interface.

Military Innovation
Leveraging innovative approaches and cutting-edge technology, Anvil 
Aerospace built for optimum performance to deliver maximum payload.

CUTTING EDGE MATERIALS
 Start with a rugged, dependable frame that’s capable of surviving 
the harshest of conditions.        

 Modular design greatly enhances the Gladiator’s ability to adapt 
and makes the spacecraft development process very flexible. In 
short, it’s a ship that will always be current.

BACKUP SYSTEMS
 External Weapon System Calibration and Maintenance Interface 
allows ground crews to quickly and accurately assess potential 
mechanical issues.

 Advanced triple cooling system keeps your power plant running 
efficiently. 
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Intelligent Interface
From Thought to Action

Anvil engineers have not only pursued the latest in operator interface technology 
to minimize the steps between thought and effect, they have conducted extensive 
interviews with pilots who use the Gladiator on a daily basis to understand what 
elements need to be improved from the real experts: the average pilot in the field.

The result? The latest Gladiator features over seventy revisions all focused on 
integrating the pilot into the ship, to shaving nanoseconds of interface time, 

to making the operation of the Gladiator as fluid and organic as possible. The 
Gladiator cockpit provides key operational, offensive, defensive and structural 
data in easily accessible and customizable interfaces providing the operator the 
single-most effective weapon in any situation:

    Knowledge.

 Anvil has incorporated its proprietary 
Total Craft Electronic Systems 

Integrator into the design of 
the new Gladiator



Gunner / Bombadier
Double Your Power

Capable of handling a variety of roles, the secondary operator’s chair can 
dynamically expand the T8 Gladiator’s effectiveness in the field. 

Drawing on proven technology, the LM13 turret can mount a pair of Class 
1 weapons. Managed by an advanced digital, stabilised, day/night weap-
on control system, the LM13 provides all the relevant information needed 
to provide effective fire support for your ship.

Aside from combat applications, the secondary operator chair can provide 
logistical support for the primary or other friendly ships through target 
acquisition and assignment as well as operating ECM and EW technology 
(where available).

 With Anvil’s focus on communication 
and response, you don’t have just 
one crewmate, but two — it’s 
as though Anvil were 
in the cockpit 
with you



 1 Pitot Tube
 2 Radar/Avionics Housing
 3 Radar Holo-Display
 4 Pilot Life Support System
 5 Manned Turret
 6 Turret Weapon Hardpoint
 7 Shield Generator Access Panel
 8 Shield Projection Array
 9 Port Upper Intake
 10 Port Lower Intake
 11 Tr2 Flex_MK2 Manoeuvring Thruster

 12 Weapon Hardpoint (with convergence)
 13 TR2 Joint MK2 Manoeuvring Thruster
 14 Power Plant Cowling
 15 Port Power Conduit
 16 Main Port TR2 Thruster
 17 TR2 Flex MK2 Manoeuvring Thruster
 18 Flare Launcher
 19 Chaff Launcher
 20 Heat Signature Reducer
 21 ADS Out Transmitter
 22 Variable Area Afterburner Exhaust  
  Nozzles
 23 Tail Navigation
 24 ECM Aerials
 25 Tail Light

Basic Data Gladiator T8C
Focus Bomber

Length / Beam / Height m 22 / 22 / 8

Crew (max) 2

Mass (empty) kg 26,000

Cargo Capacity (freight units) 0

Structure Data 
Power Plant (factory) ACOM StarHeart III (S2)

Max Power Plant Size 2

Engine (TR2; factory) 2x Hammer Propulsion HE 5.2

Maneuvering Thrusters (TR1; factory) 8x Hydra Propulsion M1-16

Shield (factory) Box (S3)

Max Shield Size 3

Cooling System 2x Wen/Cassel ST-Arc A

Hardpoint Data
2x Class 2 (wings; Size 2) 2x Behring Mk IV Laser Cannon (S2)

2x Class 1 (turret; Size 2)
2x  K&W CF-117 Badger  

Laser Repeater (S2) *

4x Class 3 (under wings; Size 3) *
2x 2x FireStorm Kinetics  
ASIM-09/Tempest (S3) *

1x Class 3 (belly bay; Size 5) * 4x Torpedo (Size 5) *

* Bomb bay and second pair of missiles are optional armaments



 1 ECM Aerials
 2 Tail Navigation
 3 Variable Area Afterburner
 4 Main Port TR2 Thruster
 5 Tail Light
 6 Heat Signature Reducer
 7 Fuel Tank
 8 Refuel Nozzle
 9 Weapon System Setup Access Panel
 10 Port Main Thrus. Power Conduit
 11 Port Wing Weapon Pylon
 12 Port Landing Skid (retracted)
 13 Missile Rack
 14 Size 3 Missile

 15 Size 5 STS Torpedo
 16 Weapon Hardpoint  

(with convergence)
 17 Port Lower Intake
 18 STS Torpedo Storage (Size 5 x 4)
 19 Piot Entrance Hatch
 20 Front Landing Skid (Retracted)
 21 TR2 Joint Mk2  

Manoeuvring Thrusters
 22 Port Landing Gear Wing Housing
 23 Port Front Light
 24 Flare Launcher
 25. TR2 Flex Mk2  

Manoeuvring Thrusters

 1 Pitot Tube
 2 Radar Scanner
 3 Turret Weapon Cooling Intake
 4 Avionics Module
 5 Avionics Suite
 6 Instrument Panel Shroud
 7 Pilot Instrument Screens
 8 Pilot Flight Stick
 9 Pilot Entry Mechanism Side Rail
 10 Pilot Seat
 11 Turret Weapon Cooling Duct
 12 Pilot Oxygen Supply
 13 Outer Armour Entry Hatch Panel

 14 Ballistic Ammo Supply Feed
 15 Ballistic Ammo Storage Box
 16 Ballistic Turret Weap. Ammo Feed
 17 Turret Weapon Hardpoint
 18 Turret Gunner Seat
 19 Gunner Handrail
 20 Turret Energy Weapon Feed
 21 Weapon Hardpoint  

(with convergence)
 22 Energy Weapon Battery Charge Pt.
 23 Energy Weapon Battery
 24 Shield Projection Array
 25 Shield Generator



AT THE TIME OF PUBLICATION, the models and 
options included in this brochure are considered 
factual. Anvil Aerospace reserves the right to 
make changes at any time, without notice, to col-
ors, equipment, specifications and availability. 
Dimensions and measurements are based upon 
design documents and blueprints. Your model 
may differ due to material and manufacture. 

Please check with your local authorized Anvil 
dealer for the latest information.

      .

     .

Anvil’s civilian development division was 
founded to allow private enterprise to take 
advantage of military-grade technology. 
With the recent increase in Vanduul attacks 
and pirate raids on the frontier worlds, An-
vil has sought to place effective deterrents 
in the hands of everyday Citizens. Wheth-
er you’re protecting your home colony or 
navigating the unknown, Anvil’s civilian 
line upholds the company’s long tradition of 
rugged, top-of-the line spaceframes.


